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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTI ON 
The Pu1~ose of t his Problem 
11 The purpose of t he vrriter in presenting t his t hesis is to make 
,, 
available to those t eachers , i n the Junior ancl Senior High School level , 
who are required to pr epare their students for modern dance performances 
a source and a gui de from wl.1ich t o dravr dance choreogr aphy. 
The Significance of this Problem 
Modern dance has become a vital fact or in the school curriculum. 
Despite this fact, there is a l ack of available material for guidance in 
t his field. This t hesis is an effort to offer a model plan for such 
guidance. 
In the Juni or and Senior High School t he Phys i ca.l Education instructor 
is often called upon to teach modern dance to ~~e students , to organize a 
modern dance group , and prepare such a group to present a dance festival 
in one form or anot her during the acader.tic year . Many of these teachers 
have received their dance training only at the college which t hey attended . 
Because of t he mru1y cours es that are required of the Physical Education 
majors a very limited period of time can be given to modern dance . It is, 
therefore , ver y difficult for t hose instructors who have had t his limited 
amount of training ·to be expected to create and produce dances. 1~e 
writer , by means of this thesis , hopes to aid such instructors . The dances 
included in this thesis develop a basic idea which can be followed . They 
may be used by inst ructors 1~10 are not suff ici ently prepared t o choreograph 
on t heir ovm. They need only to reconstruct t.he dance from t he notated 
1 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
,I 
score. Instructors who have t he ability to create their ovm choreography 
may use the dances as a guide . 
I 
I 
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CID.PTER II 
WHAT IS J';10DERJIJ DAJITCE? 
A dance critic once wrote , 11 Modern dance is what modern painting and II 
modern music are--a nevi development of an old art--a creative II18nifesta-
tion of our t~me . It is an outgrovffih of all that has gone before, and i s 
subject to constant new gro"l"ith 211d change . It is, specifically, the 
continuous opening of ne~;r paths for -the expression of the human spirit 
through the hwnan body. "l 
A modern dc:u1cer once vrrote, 11 •••• There is absolute freedom to choose 
whatever movement, style and form may be des ired. 11 the modern dance 11 •••• 
may seem extremely diverse and free, for it has accepted and absorbed as 
authentic the lessons of many disparate forms. 11 2 
From these t wo quotations we may arrive at an understanding of what 
modern dance is . And , yet, everJ modern dancer vdll give a different 
answer based on his or her form of technique, his i::lr her mm theory; but 
they vdll boil down to the basic answers given above. 
Isadora Duncan's principles and the art that she brought into being 
!I were not only the motivating force o£' the Romantic movement >vithin the 
1 ballet itself, but also a call to many exotic forms. 
I 
II -------·-·------------------
11 1. Lloyd, Margaret 11 The Borzoi Book of l\1odern Dance 11 , pp . xvii-xviii. 
'I'll Alfred A. Knoff, New York, 19h9. 
,I 2. Erdlll8n , Jean 11~\'ha t Is Modern Dance? n, p. 6. 
11 Reprint , Vassar Alumnae Magazine, February l9h8. 
1\ 
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Ruth St. Denis contributed t he idea of stylization. In imatating the 
forms of exotic cultures , she distorted the natural body positions . A 
second contribution made by Miss St. Denis, vastly influential in the 
,I I future development of American creative dance, was what she called 11music 
I 
II 
visual ization", an idea inspired by the experiments of Emile Jacques-
Dalcroze, one of the founders in the parallel movement in German dance . 
\ T'nis vras an abstract composition taking form and inspiration from the 
i 
lj music. 
Doris Humphrey first developed the i dea of the cons cious use of a 
dance form separate from, yet rel ated to, the f orm oi ' music. Instead of 
taking inspiration directly from the music, the nru.sic is composed to 
J support and renudn s ubservient to the dance. 'The crec>,tive dancer utilizes 
space to amplify and express what is being stated in the rhythms and the II 
I 
, movement phrases . 
,I 
I 
Thus there will be a controlled plan for every individ-
ual movement, dictated by the i dea of t he dance and not by the stage . 
ll It was Martha Graham ·who insured t he c:l.ance against the t hreat of 
death . Her grea.t geni us and deep understandi ng of the ideal s of this ne'i'i 
danc e f orm enabled her t o do this. Miss Graham utilized the important 
elements establi shed by her contempor·aries in Germany, Rudolf von Laban 
and IJary Wigman. Such e lement s a s the use of space as an a ct ive element 
and stillness as a dramatic contrast, the sudden stop or brea.k:Lng off of a 
Hovmver, in using these elements, Mi ss Graham proceeded from her idea. 
,j that essenti al to ea ch dance composition is the feeling of identity o:f the 
I' dc>.ncer. She brought a rich and intense expressi on to t he exotic forms t hat 
I she had learned as a student of Ruth St. Denis. Miss Graham understood 
II 
I 
I 
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II 
the pr~nitive and the oriental notion that the dancer must become a god 
who is being danced, must actually be tr<:~nsformed to the individual or 
idea that is performing the pe.rticular composition. " . •• • Martha Graham 
brought back int o the arts as a conscious principle that primary force 
vmich had been present instinctively i n the dance of Isadora ThL~can • 
Humanity was t here again as a living, in ...f'orming principl e , and the 
.American dance was now possessed of all its necessary elements. 11 3 
Modern dance is an a rt concerned with the communication of idea or 
feeling through the medium of movement . The modern dancer uses his mediu..m 
to express the various aspects of life of the world around him. Because 
modern dance is a highly individualized expression, an experimental mediun1 
and since it takes f or its content phases of the passing scene, the modern 
dance of tomorrow ·will be quite different then the modern dance of today.4 
4. 
Erdman, Jean 11What Is Modern Dance? 11 , pp .3-6 . 
Reprint, Vassar Alumnae lliagazine , February 1948. 
Radir, Ruth 11Modern Dance :b""or The Youth Of .l\.merica11 , pp . vii-ix. 
A. S. Barnes c=>..nd Company Hew York, 1944 . 
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CF..APTER III 
l!lliAT IS CHOREOGRAP!-IY'! 
Choreography is the art of dance composition. It is the science of 
' harmonizine simple steps ~mich form a dance and separat e dances to form a 
il 
I 
!I 
li 
II 
dance composition or a ballet . The term choreography was invented i n the 
beginning of t he 18th century. It referred to notation or stenographic 
record of dance steps, now being called dance notation. Lately it 
signifies the design by a dance composer of dance pattern~ ~mich comprise 
ballets . Tl1is me-thod is the most important divlsion of stage dancing 
because it regulates all that the dancers do. It,s science is difficult to 
, 6 
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II 
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acquire and i t s pr actice is r are. T'nere may be a htmdred great dancers in 11 
a generation, but on~y half a dozen choreographers.]. 
The history of choreogr aphy goes back as far as t he times of the 
Homeric Greeks . TI1e various f i gures f ound in paintings, decor t i ons and 
I 
bas reliefs indicate that t hey lmerr the basic r ules of choreography. 'The 
!I !1 movements of two dancers are rarely executed in symmetry. If they are in 
!! the same nat ure the artist takes car e to not represent t hem at the same 
moment. This is much of the same philosophy as us ed by choreographers 
today.2 
1. Chuj oy , Anatole 11 The Dance Encyclopedi a", pp . 94-99. 
A. s . B;,, rnes and Company New York, 1949 . 
' 2. Emmanuel, Maurice 11 T'ne Antique Greek Dance 11 , pp . 203- 243 . 
John Lane Company, 1916 
CHAPTER IV 
LABANOTATION 
About fifty years ago Rudolf Laban conceived dance notation . It is a !I 
il method folmded on a careful study of space harmony and the qualities of I 
1
, motion.' It uses a small number of symbols which represent the elements of 1 
~~ movement , space, ti.r.J.e , and dynamics. 'l'hese are ·written on a vertical staff I 
representing the body. The symbols used are pictorial in nature. The 
system is based on the kinetic possibilities of the body in space and not 
·' 
1 on any particular dance f orm. It is ther efore applicable to all t ypes of 
II 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
movement . It is precise and accurate . Through constant research and 
application, t he notation has retained the original structure conceived 
by Laban, while it has become more hi ghl y developed. 
The advant ages of knowine Labanotation have been well proved . The 
reconstruction from scores in 1952 of works by such choreogr aphers as 
Doris Humphrey and Jerome Robbins , has demonstr ated its value as a device 
to r ecord dances . RoYrever , v-mile the obvi ous funct ion of notation i s t o 
record and protect important choreography f or pr eservation and future 
reconstrll.ction, it is believed that t his is not its oP~Y value. 
Notators of the Labanotation technique fe el that Labanotation should be to 
11 dance what music notation is t o music . The music t eacher l1as on hand 
II suitable materials for various levels of proficiency . In contrast, the 
dance teacher must al vra.ys fall back on his own re .~ ources . He has no 
visual aicl.s other t han performance to clarify the exact execution of a 
step . 
-lith the expl anation of t he above , it vvould certainly be i deal to be 
able to notate t he dances in this thesis . However , because of the fact 
7 
~ 
l 
I that there are s o few people who are able to read Laba.notation it would I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
be inac.visable at tiri.s point . I n not ating a dance it require s many, many 
months of cons t ant attendance at rehea.rsals before t he final score is 
completed . 
Labanotation, in general, is a more simple r ecording and reading 
device than the.t us ed in t his thesis. The form of notation used in t his 
t h e s i s is extremely more cJiff i cuJ.t to record in order t o mc;ke the steps 
clear t o the readelt'. 
I 
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FUND.fiJviENTALS OF LABANOTATIOF 
The Bod:;r is represented by the 
II ver:i~tl st;:1ff . 
' ' 
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of the symbols . 
I 
1 The placement of the symbol 
on the staff shoYfS t he part 
' of the body t,hat moves into 
I 
I 
tha t direction. 
JLevel is indic&ted by t he 
I 
shading of the sJ~bol. 
rn- np -
ra -We.Xd 
fill clown-
Ill = wc.rd 
h ori:::.ontal 
The Staff 
Labanotation uses a vertical , t:hree 
line staff . 'l'his s t a f f rep esents t he 
body. The center line of the staff is 
l ike a line dravm t hrough t_ e middle of 
the body, eli viding rir;ht from left . The 
vertical columns at either s i de of th e 
center line (indic2ted by the dott ed 
l ines i n the i llustration) are used f or 
the various parts of the body. 
Eext to the center line i s th e 
support colurnn. In this column are 
m ·itten t he s;ymbols indicating movements 
or pa.rts of the body t hat t ake over 
vre ight . He assmne the nor nal way of 
supporting t he bod'.· t o be on the feet , 
and so a direction symbol means a step 
t o.ken i n that direction. Adjacent t o the 
SUl)yort column is the column for leg 
gestures . By gesture vre mean a movement 
in spa ce tha t doos not ce..r- y weight . A 
direction s;;rmbol in t his column describes 
a movement of the whole l eg, moving i n 
one piece . 
The t hird colmm, t lle_t just outside 
of the t hree line st2_ff , is us ed f or the 
body. The column on the r i[ht side is 
I 
~~ Timing i s shown by the length 
I' 
II 
I 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
of the s~~mol ; l ong- slow, 
s b.ort- fas t . 
This is the basis of the 
notation; there are , of 
course , nkcny more specific 
symbol s to take care of 
every ) oss ible need. 
used f or the chest ; the one on the left I 
side is used f or the pelvic girdle and I 
f or the v1hole tor,;;o . A direction 
s~~bol placed in the fourth colu~D 
shows a movement for the whole arm, 
moving in one piece. The next colunm 
is used for the hands . The head is 
1vritten on the r i ght side , on the 
sixt.h column adj acent to t he hands . 
Supplementary columns, ext.ending out , 
can be us ed where need be . These are 
used for additional symbols nhich 
modify t he :mc.in movement . 
TI1e Direction Symbols 
TI1e basic SJlnbol is a rect angle. 
This indicates no direction; that is , 
directly above , at , or bel ovr the center 1 
of ·wei ght . This position is called 
n i n place n • B-.t changing the shape of 
t his basic symbol t he direction is 
indicated. 1. 
I I 1. Hutchinson, Ann HLabanotationn, Dance Magazine, September 1953 , 
j, 
I 
I 
' i 
PP • 22- 2h. 
10 
t I 
I l I' : ' BH'OTATION. 
! I I " -
1A er~es of body move ens . 
I I 11 
I 
I 
I Re .d t'rom the bottom to he top . I I 
I I 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER V 
J.J:iETHOD OF PROCEDURE 
~1e t3~e of notation used for the dances in this thesis is the use 
; the ·written v.rord . It ean be m.:tde si.tnple to the reader by follo-wing the 
steps listed belovr: 
1. Listen to the music for the dance you have chosen to 
reconstruct. Become very familiar with the music. 
2. Take the notated score and farn:i .. liarize y01 .. 1rself thoroughly 
with the steps. 
3. Play the music and read the notated steps as the music is 
playing. 
4. Take the first four or five steps and execute them together 
vdth the music. Continue in this manner until you are able 
to execute the entire dance -vvi th the music. 
5. Memorize t he steps as you perform tLem with the music. 
of 
6. Take the diagrams for the dance you have chosen and correlate 
them t o the steps. 
7. You are now ready to teach the dance to your students. 
If the above rules are followed you will find it a very sinrple process 
to read the notation. The dances have been choreographed in such a way 
that each step fits into the rhythm of the music. In the few cases where 
there might be some difficulty it has been indicated by the specific 
number of counts to be used or counts to be held. 
!I It is very difficult , and almost an impossibi J.. ity, to recreate in any 
I 
1 form of notation the mood of the dance. It is also difficult to not ate 
I 
I minute details such as fingers and facial expression. These t hings are 
'I 
12 
II left t o the c r eative imagination of the i nstruct or or· dancers. 
I Each instructor might vrish to add or delimit certa.in movements . It 
II has been allowed for this. possibility in the dances contai ned herein. An 
II 
I' 
l 
i 
II 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
ll 
·l 
allowance has also been made f or the use of creativenes s on the part of 
t he instructor in reconstn~cting these dances . 
The di agrams are r ead as fo llows : 
THE S'I'.AGE; The sta.ge area is dravm s ho·wi ng the t hree wal l s, 
l eaving the open side f or the audience . Though stages 
vary in size, t he following shape is used . 
INDIVI DUAL I DENTIFI CATION : Letters of the alphabet i dentify the 
dancers . 
SEQUENCE OF ACTION: Several paths can be vJri tten on one floor 
pattern plan even though they do not happen 
simultaneously . The sequence of the action 
will be indicated by l abeling the paths 1st, 
2nd, 3rd. 
A moves firs t , then c, and then B. 
\ A _l ..,t > B 3..-J 7 
\ c. :J h rJ -) 
\ 
I 
:I 
II 
II 
'I 
)I 
I 
I 
I 
II OT::!-lER SIGNS 
X dancer 
T direction in which moving 
1' direction in which facing 
~ turn..s 
The munber found on the top of each diagr am corresponds to the number 
on the written score . 
'I 
I 
CH.r'\.PTER VI 
CLASS APPROACH TO CHOHEOG:rt.APHY 
In approaching the use of choreography found in this thesis it would 
'I be vTlse for the instructor to begin vmrk on the dances from the first 
lj 
'• 
dance . TI1e dances have been arranged according to difficulty of execution. 
II 
It is vrise to begin -vrith the simple and move to the complex. In t his 
manner the students vrill have a.l'J. opportunity to see what is involved in 
I learning a dance. 
T'ne first da.l'lce listed is 11 The Syncopated Clock". This dancG does 
not specify any special munber of dancers . It is 2. dance vtith simple 
movements and is mostly interested in tea ching the students the importance 
of rhythm in relation to movement. 
T'ne second dance, :t'.rhe Blue Tail Fly", also stresses the importance 
of good r hythm. The movements again are s imple. But 1;m have now added a 
new element., that of dancing t o words and music. In dance we try to avoid, 
when possible , the use of too much m:LlJlicry when dancing to the spoken or 
I 
I singing word. Th..is dance then shows how v1e can use words 1tithout mime p_nd 
I also stresses the importance of the correlation between movement an::l rhythm. 
I 
I 
I TI1e dances listed under the Intermediate level are more complex both 
II 
in their use of movement technique and musical accompaniement . They make 
use of rhythm, spa ce, t:iine and dynamics. These dances should not be 
II attempted until t he student is ready to understand these elements . If the 
J instructor has properly prepared the students in their class work t hen this 
1 can be done . 
11 It should also be noted that the dances listed under the Intermediate 
I 
15 
16 
' l evel contain a nunbcr of dances under one tit le. If the instructor feels 
tha v it 1lill be too great a task t o perform all the dances, it is possible 
to take t he dances out of context and use them as shor"G dance forms rather 
than a long d nee form Ytnich follows through an idea.. 
'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
il 
'I I, 
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CHJI.PTER VII 
'I'I-JE DANCES 
ELEMENTARY : 
"The Syncopated Clockn 
"The Blue Tail Fly1! 
INTERMEDIATE : 
Folk 1hemes 
11
.1\.mericana" (Three Dances) 
"The Pressure Cooker" (Five Dances) 
11 T'ne Circus-Fairn (Eight Dances) 
I 
----=-~~=--=- --- .- -== ------ - -~== 18 
THE SYliTCOPATED CLOCK 
Depicting the rhythm and movements of the 
clock, s ho-vring the movements of the hands 
of the clock and the swing of the pendulum. 
As the clock ticks it begins to dance. As 
the clock umnnds it falls into llkmy pieces . 
II 
I 
--- . 
·' ... ':.,..~ (' . ~ .. 
19 
I 
.# • . t 
I if ' 
'mE SYNCOPATED CLOCK < 
I 
> Music: Syncopated Clock \_ , 
Leroy Anderson J i ' 
RCA Victor Recording 1 
3si52.5 
• 
_:.. \, . 
Costumes: Dark colQred leotard ~-" ') /' ;\ 
Face of clock sewn on front of leotard ' // I 'i ·f ·I :1_, '" 
.., y .,. 'I 
' 
The Dance: {Any number of dancers.) 
1. Stami.ng in a semi circle. 
L hand on R elbow, R arm in vertical position. · 
Swing R arm to R, L, R, L. .: '· 
Weight on L leg, R leg diagonally front resting on heel. 
2. Jump and change feet so that L foot is in front. ? 
At the same t:iJne change the R hand to the L elbow and 
swing the L arm L, R, L, R. , , 
. ~~~/ 
-:> 
3. Repeat 1 -'> _ ..-
.,., ! '\ 
4. Repeat 2 \ .., \ 
\ " 
.5. Bring feet into secom position. :• \ 
Swing both arms high to the R and L seven times. 
Use body in swing. I 
On eighth count circle the arms around and over the head 
I 
I 
in a complete circle. 1 · • · ) ; ' .. 
J 6. Repeat .5 - I 
' 
7. Walk forward with eight small steps on the toes, closing l 
the circle. Arms stretched high over the head. '-.~ ' 
I 
. ' j ·· . 
i ·• l~~ 
I 
I ---"------------~-_j~-------------...._---~--~-~ 
===-------
8. Eight counts to drop down to both knees. 
9. Four counts to curl the body over the knees. 
Arms out over t he head and touching the floor. 
10. Turn head to R and look up at the ceiling, bring head 
back t o position. 
Turn head to 1 and look up at the ceilinc; , bring head 
back to position. 
Repeat seven more times . 
11. Eight counts to come t o a knee standing position. 
Raise arms over the head. 
12. Step f orward on R foot ( r emain on 1 knee ) . Lean 
way over t he R knee l et ting the hands touch the f loor. 
13. Eight counts to come back to position as in 11. 
11f. Four counts to make a half turn R on the knees. 
15. Repeat 12 and 13. 
16. Repeat 14 to come back to original position facing 
the inside of the circle. 
17. Sitting back on both heels, place both hands by Rear 
with body l eaning slightly forward ( as if l istening 
to something ). Come back to posi tion . Four counts. 
Repeat 1. 
18 . Push arrns directly forvmrd with palms facing center of 
circle . 
Turn head 1, R, 1, R. 
19. Repeat 17 and 18. 
20. Four counts to come t o a standing position. 
Arms in second position. 
21. Four counts to make a half turn R. 
20 
22. On the toes walk forward ( away from the circle ) 
eight steps beginning R. 
Arms stretched over head. 
23. Turn around in place for eight counts. 
24. On the last four counts everyone collapses to the floor 
ending in different positions. 
For example: one leg sticking up in the air, one arm 
' ~ .. 
... 
sticking up in the air, one leg and one arm up, head up. 
~Tote: Unless indicated otherwise the arms remain :in second 
position. 
21 
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THE BLUE TAIL FLY 
A ballad based on American -~"!estern lore . 
The dance tells the content of the 
follo>ving f olk song; 
11'\ivhen I was young I us e to wait 
Upon the boss and give him his plate , 
.And pass the bottl e when he got dry; 
And brush away the Blue Tail Fly . 
G".tlORUS : 
Jimmy Crack Corn and I don ' t care, 
Jimmy Crack Corn and I don ' t care , 
J immy Crack Corn and I don ' t care, 
lf[y master ' s gone away. 
And when he'd r i de in the afternoon 
I'd fri>llow after vrith a hickory broom; 
The pony being rather s hy, 
Yl'n.en bitten by the Bl ue Tail Fly . 
CHORUS: 
One day he ride around the f arm 
Tn.e f lies s o numerous they did swarm; 
One chanced to bi te him on the thigh, 
TI1e devil take the Bl ue Tail Fly. 
CHORUS : 
The pony run, he jurr~p , he pitch 
He t hrew my master in a ditch ; 
He died and the jury wondered why, 
TI1e verdict was the Bl ue T<:dl Fly. 
-=------- -
23 
CHORUS : 
They lay him under 2 Simmon tree, 
rtis epH ,aph is there to see; 
' Beneath t his s t one I' m forced to lie, 
Victim of the Blue Tail Fly.' 11 
IC 
--~·~ ~i..~~-,? . ' ' 1 I I 
THE BLUE TAU. FLY 
Music: Blue Tail Fly 
Burl Ives 
:O,cca Recording 
9-23439 
Costumes: Blue jeans, plaid shirt, kfft'chiet for neck. 
The Dance: 
INTRODUCTION: 
Enter with eight running steps beginning R to stage center. 
WHEN I WAS YOUNG I USE TO WAIT 
1. With L side toward down stage; 
Cross R foot in front of L, pivoting in a half tur.n. 
Feet finiSh in third position. 
Body leans slightly forward with arms in first position. 
UPON THE BOSS AND GIVE HIM HIS PLATE 
2. Circle R ~ back, side, front, and side. 
On last side gesture of arm turn the palm up. 
AND PASS THE BOTTLE WHEN HE GOT DRY 
3. Bring R hand to R hip, pass hip and bring hand forward 
to position above mouth. 
As the hand comes forward to the mouth the body leans 
backward arrl the head tilts back. 
AND BRUSH AWAY THE BLUE TAIL FLY. 
4. R hand brushes back and forth over R hip. 
Brush back, forward, back and forward. 
CHORUS: 
JDDlY CRACK CORN AND I DON'T CARE 
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5. Place thumbs under arm pits. 
Extend R heel to side, body leaning R. Three counts. 
Run forward R, L, R,; bring body back to vertical 
position. 
JIMMY CRACK CORN AND I DON'T CARE 
6. Repeat 5 
JIMMY CRACK CORN AND I DON'T CARE 
7. Repeat 5 ... 
MY MASTER'S GONE AWAY. 
{ ; 
8. With body leaning forward,; extend both arms in front, 
palms forward. 
Run backward with eight small running steps beginning R. 
AND WHEN HE'D RIDE IN THE AFTERNOON 
9. Dancer A,; gallop forward with arms eXtended forward and 
hands clasped. 
Dancer B; skip behind Dancer A waving R arm in the air. 
I'D FOLLOW AFTER WITH A HICKORY BROOM 
10. Continue as described in 9. 
Finish stage center. 
THE PONY BEING RATHER SHY 
11. Lift R leg high in air and bring it across and down in 
front of L; legs in demi-plie. 
Quarter turn L to face down stage, keep feet crossed. 
BOcQ' leans slightly forward. 
With movement of leg bring R arm over the head ani 
down; place index finger on the chin. 
WHEN BITTEN BY THE BLUE TAIL FLY 
12 • Repeat 4. 
5 - 8 
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CHORUS: 
13. Repeat 5 through 8. 
ONE DAY HE RIDE AROUND THE FARM 
J..4. Gallop around stage to back stage center. 
Arms extended in front with hands cl~ed.. 
Body straight., 
THE FLIES SO NUMEROUS THEY DID SWARM :.. \' ~ 
15. Turns with arms in second position, 
Keep knees slightly bent. 
While turning, let body bend to R and L. 
ONE CHANCED TO BITE HJM ON THE THIGH 
16. Dancer B, sits down cross-legged an3 extends arms 
over head to hold Dancer A1s leg. 
Dancer A, extends her L leg in the air for Dancer 
B to hold and places her hands on her head. 
THE DEV!L=·TAKE THE BLUE TAn. FLY. 
17. l)lncer A, plie up and down on R leg. 
Dancer B, bend and straighten elbows. 
CHORUS: 
18. Repeat 5 through 8. 
THE PONY RUN, HE JUMP 1 HE PITCH 
20. Six runs beginning R, down stage, 
One leap R 
One high jwrrp. 
HE THREW MY KASTER IN A DITCH 
21. On recovering from jump in 20 take a backward fall. 
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HE DIED AND THE JURY WONDERED WHY 
22. ~ on back; arms out to side at shoulder level, 
Slowly raise both legs into air in a wide stride. 
THE VERDICT WAS THE BLUE TAIL FLY. 
23. Cross legs and jump to a standing position, 
Take a quarter turn L. 
Brush R hand over R hip, backward and forward. 
CHORUS: ... \' ~ 
JIMMY CRACK CORN AND I OON 1 T CARE 
24. Jump forward ( hold for two counts ) 
Circle shoulders forward and back exaggerating the 
movement. 
JIMMY CRACK CORN AND I DON'T CARE 
25. Repeat 24. 
JIMMY CRACK CORN AND I DON'T CARE 
26. Repeat 24. 
MY MASTER'S GONE AWAY. 
27. Repeat a. 
THEY LAY Hill UNDER A SIMUON TREE 
28. Dancer A: half turn R, cross L leg behind R and berxi 
knees. From this position take a backward fall. 
Arms remain along sides of body. 
Dancer BJ elbows bent with hands at shoulder level and 
palms forward; step sideward L, cross R in front of L. 
Repeat step twice more. 
Finish facing down stage and behind body of Dancer A. 
Hold last two counts. 
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HIS EPITAPH IS THERE TO SEE 
29. Dancer B leans over body of Dancer A and places both 
hands on floor on the opposite side of Dancer A. 
Dancer A holds pose. 
BENEATH THIS STONE l''M FORCED TO LIE 
30; Dancer A comes to a slow sitting position; turn head L, 
Turn head back to original position. 
~ \ 
Return to back lying position. 
Dancer B holds position of 29. 
VICTIM OF THE BLUE TAIL FLY. 
31. Dancer A jumps up to a standing position. 
Both together repeat 4. 
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CHORUS: II I \ ~ ~ 
32. Repeat 5 through 7. 
MY MASTER'S GONE AWAY. 
33. Bring both feet together, releve. Hold for two cottnts. 
Half turn L and e.x:i.t, 'Vdth small runs off stage. 
' \ • 
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.AJvRH.ICANA 
The t hree dances contained in this 
ballet depict t Le gaity of the old 
American folk songs . The music 
-rrr-itten by Stephen Foster and 
entitled "Village Festiva~ 11 cons i sts 
of three parts, and a re based on 
11 0ld Folks At Home 11 , 11 0h, Boys, 
Carry Me ' Long", and "Farewell My 
Lilly Dear". 
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AMERICANA 
Music: Village Festival and Old Folk's Quadrilles 
Stephen Foster 
American Recording Society 
"15B 
Side 1 (First three compositions? 
~ ( 
Costumes: Part I 
Peasant blouse and skirt. 
Part II 
Blue jeans, turtle neck jersey. 
Part III 
Peasant blouse and skirt. 
PART I (Three dancers) 
1. Four polka steps beginning R. 
2. In place; hop on L foot, kick R leg forward and back. 
Repeat seven times. 
3. Repeat 1 and 2. 
4. Jump into fifth position. 
Arms cross in front of body. 
Body bends slightly forward. 
Two counts. 
5. Jump into second position. 
Arms open to second position. 
Body straightens. 
Two counts. 
6. Pivot to R on R foot. 
Make a whole turn. 
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1. Repeat 4, 5, and 6 to the L. 
8. Jump and land with feet parallel, 
Body leans to L, 
Anna push to the R. 
Hold for four counts. 
9. Walk sideways to L crossing R, L, R, L. 
10. Repeat 8 and 9 to the R. 
·"' 
\: ~ 
ll. Eight polka steps beginning R. 
12. Move in a large circle'. 
Eight polka steps beginning R in a Grand R and L. 
13. Hop on L leg with R leg e~ended in back, 
Circle in place to the R. 
Arms forward in a round position. 
Eight counts. 
14. Finish facing center with the R leg in front. 
Arms move to second position. 
Hop on R foot away from circle. 
Eight counts. 
15. Move in a circle; 
Stamp R (hold count 2), stamp L (hold count 2), 
Stamp R, L, R, L. 
16. Repeat 15. 
17. Eight polka steps forward. 
18. Quarter turn L. 
Eight polka steps forward. 
19. Fourteen turning polka steps moveing up stage. 
20. Slow turn into final position: 
Middle dancer kneels on floor, arms to side. 
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Side dancers finish i n fifth position. 
Inside hand holds hand of center girl, 
Free arm in second position. 
No t e: Where there is no specified movement for the arms the hanci.s 
hold the skirts. 
All three dancers execute the movements t oget her . 
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PART II (Four dancers) 
1. Step R, bring L to R (do not take weight on L); step L, bring R to 
L (do, not take weight on R). 
Repeat six times • 
. Move with partners holding inside ha.n:is, free hand on waist. 
2. Face partner. 
Move toward partner (still ho~ding hands) • 
. -- \' 
Step forward R, bring L to R (do not take weight on L) • 
Step backward L bringing R to L (do not take weight R). 
3. Repeat 2. 
4. Face opposite couple. 
Repeat step as described in 2. 
5. All drop hands and circle to R as follows: 
Step R, cross L in front of R; step R, cross L in front of R. 
Step R into second position plie (all face center of circle). 
Remain in plie; rise to balls of feet, straighten knees, lower 
heels to fioor. 
One count for each movement. 
6. Repeat 5 finishing in original position (4), facing opposite 
couple. 
7. Couple one passes in between couple two. 
Four steps. 
Half turn R. 
B. All together; form a circle facing counter clockwise. 
Lunge to R wi t.h L arm over head. 
Two counts. 
Jump back to place, arms dropping to side. 
Two counts. 
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Repeat to L. 
Repeat all. 
:·'9• Join L hands in center of circle, 
Body bent slightly forward. 
Skip forward four times beginning R, 
• Skip backward four times beginning R. 
Quarter turn L, 
\, ~ 
Join R hands in center of circle. 
Skip backqrd four times beginning R, 
Skip forward four times beginning R. 
10. Open into a straight line (side by side) facing down stage. 
Hands tucked in belts. 
Skip forward eight times beginning R. 
Skip backward six times beginning R. 
11. Step R into second position. 
Hold count 2. 
Quarter turn R into second position, pivot on R foot, Repeat. 
12. Lean forward at waist, 
Two counts. 
FiDiah with backs to audience. 
. 
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PART III (Four dancers ) 
1. All move together throughout dance. 
Step R (hold count 2), step L (hold count 2). 
Step R, L, R, hold 4. 
2. Repeat 1 beginning L • 
. 
3. Moving backward down stage; 
Repeat 1 and 2. 
4. Lirt R leg high to R side, 
Arms circl~ over head; 
Drop into a deep lunge, 
Arms into second position. 
.... ' ~ 
Pull up into a pivot turn to the R on the R foot. 
5. Repeat 4 L. 
6. Repeat 4 to the R diagonal. 
7. Repeat 4 to the L diagonal. 
8. On balls of feet; 
Sixteen walks, beginning R, making a figure eight pattem. 
Finish facing down stage. 
9. Arms in second position, 
L leg in back, in the air. 
Hop on R foot to the R, 
Eight hops. 
Focus R. 
10. Repeat 9 to the L. 
ll. Deep lunge to R, 
L arm over head. 
Hold for three counts. 
Draw L leg to R and come to a standing position, 
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L arm circles from over the head down to the side. 
Four counts. 
Repeat three times. 
12. Half turn R facing up stage; 
Eight steps forward beginning R. 
• Arms move from aecond position down to sides and lift forward to 
shoulder level. 
... 
\ l 
13. Half turn R; 
Eight steps forward beginning R. 
Arms in second position. 
14. Developpe L leg to L. 
Seven counts. 
Arms circle over head. 
L leg returns to place on count 8. 
Arms return to second position. 
15. Developpe ~ leg backward. 
Four counts. 
Arms circle over head. 
R leg remains extended backward. 
Plie L leg. 
Two co1mts. 
Touch R toes to floor. 
One count. 
Open arms to second position. 
One count. 
Hold pose. 
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THE PRESS1TKE COOKER 
With the establishment of the State of Israel in 
1948 the country has absorbed for the pz..st seven 
years, a w.illion i.mm:i.r,rants v;ho migrated from all 
corners of the world. A great majority of them 
came from the Arabj_c and Asiatic cotmtries . They 
were transplanted within a span of a few days 
from an environment ·where people lived in medie:Y'.al 
culture to a l ?...nd seething vdth actil.rity. T'ne 
conglomeration of these exotic cultures and the 
amal r,amation ni th Western influence formed a 
particular and unique phenomenon. As America has 
been called The Melting Pot so now, the America.ns , 
call Israel The Pressure Cooker. 
This ballet ·- is composed of five parts ; Tne 
Pioneers depict the youthful spirit of Israel . 
T:.11e Circassians portray the fighting spirit of the 
settlers struggling with nature . The Orientals 
represent a group of imrrdr,rants from Arabia. The 
Interlude shov7s children of varj_ous cultures 
learning to play with one another . And The Refugee 
tells of an orphan from Eastern Europe finding 
refuge vd th an old lady she meets in the old city 
of Jerusalem. 
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THE PRESSURE COOKER 
Music: Folk Songs 
Original Tape Recording 
Arnona Marenof 
Costumes : Pioneers : Boys; khaki pants and shirts ( shirt sleeves rolled } • 
Girls; Navy dirndle ,slcirts, white peasant blouses. 
... . \ . 
Three sticks about two and a half feet long. 
Circassi~: Black full knicker type pants, white Russian 
styled shirts, red sashes, sabres (can be made 
fran cardboard ) • 
Orientals: Ankle length black or/ and red dresses ( long 
sleeves ) ; full skirt and tight bodice. 
Interlude: Boy; long black pants, black jacket, white shil't. 
Girls; Calf length dresses, high neck, full skirt 
tight bodice ( dark colors ). 
Refugee: Child; same as for Interlude, shabby. 
Old Lady; ankle length skirt, blouse with long sleeves, 
kerchief for head. 
Two apples, kerchief, old pair of shoes. 
THE PIOl\TEERS ( Three boys, three girls } 
1. Entrance from off stage; 
Leap R, leap L, run R, L, R. 
Repeat L. 
2. Repeat 1 
3. Stamp R, stamp L; stamp a; L, R, L. 
Repeat. 
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4. lloving to the R; 
Jump with feet together. 
Hop on R foot, at the same time kicking the L leg to the side. 
Repeat three more times. 
5. Repeat 4 to the L. 
6. •Sixteen high ru~ beginning R. 
Jlove clockwise in a large circle ending in positions as indicated 
... \.:- " 
in diagram. 
7 • Using step described in 4; girls cross in front, boys cross in 
back. 
All face down stage. 
Eight times in each direction ending side by side. 
8. Boy hands one end of his stick to girl partner, free hands on hips. 
Couples one and three move across stage; couple one passes ~der 
arch formed by couple two. 
Use sixteen high runs for this pattern. 
9 • Immediately after couples one and three have pas sed each other 
Couple tliJD:;.aves down stage with eight high runs. 
10. Repeat 9 moving back to original positions. 
11. Each couple makes their own small circle wi. th: 
Run R, L, R, jump together. 
Repeat three more times. 
12. Facing partners; partners place both hands on stick which is held 
above their heads. 
Jump R into a lunge, draw R leg up sl.awly to L; 
Stamp L, R, L. 
Repeat L. 
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13. Couples hold either ends of sticks, free hand on hip. 
Move clock:t.rise in circle. 
Cross R foot in front of L, step side L, step R, step L. 
Repeat three more times . 
Boys place sticks behind their necks. 
14. Eight high runs beginning R. 
Return t o origin~l places. 
15. Boy r emains in place. 
Girl circles in front of boy to opposite side and back . 
Hop L, at same time crossing R foot in front of L. 
Hop L, at same time s~~ng R to R side. 
Four times to each side. 
16. Boy ci rcl es to R half way around the girl. 
F'our quick walking steps beginning L. 
17. Boy hands one end of his stick to partner. 
~~ Jump into a deep lunge, jumping away from each other. 
II 
18. Repeat 16 and 17 back to original places . 
19. Form a large circle moving clockvdse. 
Sticks are br ought dovvn and eve~Jone holds onto an end closing in 
the circle. 
Cross R in front of L, step side L, bring R to L, releve on both 
f eet . Hold one cou...nt. 
Repeat three more times . 
20. Ei ght runni ng steps beginning R. 
Move to center of circle. 
Arms and sticks are brought forward and up as dancers move to the 
center. 
21 . Repeat 20 moving backwards. Bring arms and sticks back to place. 
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22. Eight steps as described in 15. . ~ 
' 
Boys place their sticks behind their necks and move to the L. 2.3 
' Girls, passing in front of the boys, move to R. 
) Girls, Clap hands on each crossing gesture of R leg. ~ )C ~:~ ~ !); ·· . 2,3. Five alternating lunges. . Exit off stage. ' 
-
~~ ~ ... \ ' ~ 
Note: Unless otherwise indicated, boys hold sticks behind their . 
necks; girls place hands on hips. 
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THE CIRCASSIANS ( Four dancers ) 
• 
1. Enter in single file. 
Hands on hips. 
step on R heel, diagonally forward ( do not take weight ). 
Rim L, R, L. 
Repeat all three more times. 
2. Ju:ap into a low squat positlQn.\ ~ 
Jump up and run R, L, R. 
Repeat three more times. 
3• Step R in front of L, lcick both feet together, to the side, in 
air and land on R foot. 
Cross L in front of R, kick both feet together to the side aDi 
land on L foot. 
Repeat. 
4. Moving in a circle to the R; twelve second position turns. 
Hands on shoulders with the elbows to the side. 
Finish facing center of circle. 
5. Jump into a low squat position. 
Jump up and land on heels; at same time pull sabre from waist 
sash with R hand, extend R hand to side. 
Vlhen repeating squat jump, R arm crosses in front of body. 
L hand on hip. 
Tiro counts for each movement. 
Repeat three times. 
6. Cross R in front of L, step side L, step R, step L. 
Repeat seven more times moving in a circle. 
Finish in a square formation. 
R arm remains in air holding the sabre, L hand on hip. 
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1. Move toward partner; Stamp R, stamp L, hold. 
Stamp R, L, R, hold. 
Repeat seven times until meeting partner. 
8. Pivoting on R foot and pushing with L ( accent beats with L foot ) 
Partners circle around each other twice. Sixteen counts. 
Arms in first position. 
End with partners back to back. 
9. Lunge to R. 
Jump back to position. 
Lunge to L. 
Jump back to position. 
Repeat. 
... 
,, ~ 
10. Move away from partner to form a square formation. 
Stamp forward eight times beginning R. 
ll. Standing still in second position; 
Eight counts moving body backward ( as in a backbend ). 
Eight counts to come back to position. 
R arm, holding sabre, circles continuously over head. 
12. Half turn R; 
Repeat S. 
13. Moving in a circle; 
Cross R in front of L, step side L, bring R to L, releve on both 
feet. Hold releve for two counts. 
Repeat nine times. 
Finish in a single file. 
14. Two whole turns as described in 8. 
15. Repeat 1 and 2 for exit. 
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THE ORIENTALS ( Six dancers ) 
1. Dancers A and B sit in squat position at center stage facing each 
other. 
Hands on lmees. 
Sway. slowly to the R and 1 Until joining group. 
2. Dancers C and D enter from opposite sides of stage. 
Step R, bring 1 to R ( feet par~e~· }, plie and straighten. 
Arms swing down when knees bend. 
Dancer D will ·begin 1. 
Repeat step fifteen more times. 
). Dancers E and F enter from opposite sides of stage. 
Enter on fourth step of Dancers D and c. 
Use same step as described in 2. 
Hands cover the eyes. 
4. Dancers C, D, E, and F move together. 
Cross R in front of 1, step 1, R, 1 ( this is done with the feet 
in a crossed position ). 
Hands crossed at wrists and hold over the head. 
Repeat seven more times. 
5. Repeat step described in 4 to the 1J sixteen times. 
6. Dancers A and B join rest of group. 
Step 1, bring R to 1 and take weight on ball of 1 foot. 
Repeat fifteen times. 
Move into a straight line facing down stage. 
7. Half turn 1. 
Partners hold hands as follows .: 
Dancer A holds Dancer B•s R hand with her 1 hand, the 1 hand 
crossing in front of her body. 
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Free hands clasped together, in air, above heads. 
Partners stand side b,y side. 
Other couples do same. 
Step R, brush kick forward with L and hop on R at the same time. 
Step L, bring R to L with a soft stamp. 
Repeat seven more times. 
8. Half turn R ( drop hands ) • 
' ' ... \ 
Step forward R, bring L to R ( do not take weight ), step R, bring 
L to R. 
Repeat fourteen more times. 
L arm is held behind back, R arm extended to front. 
Twist the wrist and fingers continuously while moving forward. 
Body bent slightly forward. 
9. Repeat step as described in 8 moving backwards. 
Sixteen times. 
10. Vove forward down stage. 
Step * and plie R, step L and plie L. 
.· 
Repeat fourteen more times. ( This is a syncopated movement ) • 
Palms of hands are placed together at boulder level. 
Move into a straight line. 
ll. Quarter tum R. 
Exit in single file. 
Step R, bring L to R and take weight. 
Plie with R leg, at the same time kiCk L leg backward. 
Step L and take the weight. 
Continue until all are off stage. 
Hands are held at shoulder level, palms facing away from body. 
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INTEm.UDE (Three dancers; one boy, two girls) 
1. Dancers A and B (two girls); 
Hold inside hands, 
Skip forward sixteen times beginning R. 
2. Drop hands. 
Eight small jumps, make two complete turns. 
3. Jump into a lunge, lead with ~--le£f . 
Jump up bringing feet together. 
Repeat L. 
Jump into second position; 
Arms in second position, bodies bent slightly1forward. 
Hold position. 
This is all done facing each other. 
4. Dancer C enters (boy); 
Sixteen small skips, beginning R, to stage center. 
Stop. 
Arms in second position, turn the head L, R, L, R. 
5. Eight skips forward beginning R. 
Pass in between Dancers A and B. 
6. Eight skips back to stage center, sit down with soles of teet 
together. 
1. Extend R leg to side, back to position. 
Extend L leg to side, back to position. 
Hold pose. 
8. Dancer B; swing arms and body downstage, up stage. 
Eight skips, beginning R, to stage center. 
Hold pose. 
9. Dancer A repeats same movements as described in 8. 
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10. Dancer c stams up. 
Hams on hips. 
Walk forward four steps. 
Quarter turn R, 
Walk forward four steps. 
11. Bane era A, B, and C now dance together. 
All join hands; 
Sixteen skips to the R, .... \' . 
Move in a circle. 
12. Open circle with dancer C in the middle. 
Eight small jumps to the R, 
Eight small jumps to the L. 
13. Repeat 11 and 12. 
14. All run to corners, (as shown in diagram). 
For sixteen counts imitate throwing and catching a ball. 
Exaggerate the use of the body. 
15. Eight leaps beginning R. 
Move in a circle around the stage. 
Half turn L, 
Eight leaps, beginning R, back to original places. 
16. Eight small running steps beginning R. 
Move to places as s ho11ll in diagram. 
17. Imitate playing jump rope •. 
Dancers A and B turn the rope, Dancer C jumps rope. 
Exaggerate body movements. 
Sixteen counts. 
18. Four skips, beginning R, into a straight line,. hands joined. 
Dancer A leads group off stage with the necessar.y amount of 
skips. 
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THE REFUGEE 
CHTI.D: 
(Tiro dancers ) 
1. Step R, plie R; step L, plie L. 
Repeat. 
2. Polish apple on dress for four counts. 
). aepeat 1 eight times. 
4. Put apple in skirt pocket. 
... : . 
Step into second position with hands on hips and hold position. 
OLD LADY: 
5. Enter with step described in 1. 
Eight steps beginning R. 
6. Child extends R leg, showing old lady her torn shoes, 
Extends L leg. 
7. Old lady looks down at shoes, bending way over at the waist. · 
B. Child begins to cry. 
Shakes body as if sobbing, covers eyes with hands. 
Old Lady turns away from child to wipe her tears. 
As Old Lady turns away the child straightens up and shrugs her 
shoulders twice. 
Child begins to cry again when old lady turns back. 
Sixteen counts. 
9. Old lady takes a large handkerchief out of her pocket and has the 
child blow her nose. 
Eight counts. 
10. Child takes a developpe l7.ith the R leg. 
At this point the old lady removes the child 1 s shoe and throws it 
off stage. 
Four counts. 
Repeat L. 
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11. Child jumps forward in second position four times, then looks 
back at the old lady and sees her eating an apple. 
12. Old lady begins to run and child runs after her, she wants the 
apple. 1 
Sixteen running steps beginning R. 
13. Child sits down on floor and covers eyes ~2th her hands and again 
begins to cry. 
_ .. ~' ~ 
Eight counts. 
14. Old lady walks over to child with step described in 1. • 
Sixteen steps beginning R. 
Hands apple to child. 
1.5. Child jumps up and skips happily around the stage holding the 
apple high in the air. 
Twelve skips beginning R. 
16. Child puts the apple in her other pocket. 
Eight skips, beginning L, to the old lady. 
17. Child takes hold of old lady's hands and bows to her. 
Four counts. 
18. Child turns old lady around with four walking steps. 
Bows to old laqy. 
Four counts. 
19. The two dancers now play follow the leader. The old lady follows 
the child. 
20. Sixteen small running steps beginning R. 
Move to opposite side of stage. 
21. Lunge forward R, lunge forward L. 
Repeat four more times. 
22. Eight step leaps, beginning R, around the stage to final position 
as shown in diagram. 
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23. Old Lady : cross legs, 
Back w·ard fall. 
Finish with both l -gs sticking up in the air in a stride position. 
24. Child: half turn jump ending facing t he old l ao'y . 
Land in s econrt position . 
Arms held hi gh in second posi tion. 
J'.!ote : -·men thel'e i s no definite descri ption of movement t he dc:.ncer 
holds t he pose . 
Arms are hel d i n second position unless other wi s e indicated. 
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THE CIRCUS-FAIR 
This ballet tells the story of two 
young girls who decide to spend the 
day at a Circus-Fair. At the fair 
they pl .:;y games and win prizes . 
vJhen the b:Lg show besins the girls 
sit down and watch the various perf-
ormers of the Circus. They see the 
Clo1m.s , the ponies , t he skaters e.nd 
the tight rope walker . 
THE CIRCUS-FAIR 
Music: Gaite Parisienne 
Jacques Offenbach 
Columbia Recording 
. 
m. 4233 
Costumes: Two Girls: skirt and bloi.we. I ~ 
TO THE FAm 
Part I 
two large lollipops, 
one big doll or teddy bear. 
Clowns: Clown suits. 
Ponies: Tights arrl leotards; black, gray, and white. 
Tail. 
Skaters: Long sleeve skating costume; blue and white. 
two white muffs. 
Tight Rope Walker: Skating costume·.w:ithout sleeves; pink. 
Parasol to match. 
(Two dancers) 
1. Eight stride walks to stage center. Begin R. 
2. Hop L, hop R. 
Run L, R, L, R. 
Repeat four more times. 
3. With backs to audience; 
Leap L, 
Cross R in front of L. 
Repeat all to R. 
4. Repeat 2. 
5. Tvro slides and a tour 
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6. Cross R in front of L. 
Transfer weight to L, R, L. 
Step R, 
Cross L in front of R. 
Transfer weight to R, L, R. 
Feet remain crossed while taking the transferance of weignt. 
7. Repeat 4. 
8. Four polka steps forward ~gihnlng R. 
Hands under arm pits. 
9. Four step Leaps; step on R and leap with L. 
Arms in second position. 
10. Step R in front of L, 
Leap onto L foot. 
Moving sideways until off stage. 
R arm circles away from boey toward body. 
Part II 
1. First two measure off stage. 
2. Run R, L, R. 
Jump with feet together. 
Pull back on balls of feet, push forward on feet. Repeat. 
S3 
\, 
R hand holds lollipop. II ' I \ 
On pull back lick the lollipop. 
Repeat all three times. 
3. Run R, L. 
Quarter turn L into second position, facing down stage. 
Throw arms up into the air. 
Make one complete turn. 
4. Repeat 3 
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5. Lift R leg high into the air ·'V'Iith the lmee bent. 
Bring R leg down and across L. 
Pivot in a complete turn to the L on both feet. 
R arm circles up and down with R leg. 
Repeat three more times. 
6.. Facing down stage; 
Walk backward four times. 
Arms in second position, but slightly forward. 
1. Dancer A; 
Imitate throwing a ball exaggerating the use of arm, leg and 
body. 
Use R arm and L leg. 
,. 
R side toward audience. 
Dancer B; 
Back to audience, 
Follow Dancer A as she throws tm ball by moving the body to 
Side R, side L. 
Stand in second position. 
8. Dancer A; 
Sixteen small running steps, beginning R, off stage. 
Dancer B; 
Sixteen skips, beginning R, circling the stage. 
9. Dancer A; 
Enters with doll in her hands. 
Step onto R heel, step L, bring R to L. 
Step onto L heel, step R, bring L to R. 
Repeat twice more R and L. 
Dancer B; 
Follow Dancer A with small, slow running s t eps. 
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Body bent slightly forward. 'I I . l' I • . ' ( , Hands clasped behind back. I ll .. 
10. Dancer A offers one of doll's hands to Dancer B. () Dancer B takes doll's hand. '· ... . .. ! . ,. R G 
D2ncers A and B join free hands. \ . Skip in a cir cle three times beginning ~ 11. Skipping in a circle, ~ve ~ff stage. 
I 
FiTe complete turns to exit. 
I 
I 
Note: Arms are held- in second position unless otherwise indicated. 
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CLOWNS ( F:i. ve dancers ) 
1. Step R and kick L leg into the air. 
Step L and kick R leg into the air. 
Walk on heels R, L, R, L. 
Body sways from side to side. 
Arms are held up in the air. 
2. Repeat 1 twice. 
' ~ 3. Slow hops on it leg, L leg in ·'air \ and in front of body. 
lake one complete turn. 
Repeat to 1.. 
4. Repeat 3 four more times. 
S. Jump into second position. 
Body leans slightly backward. 
Yawn; put J:t hancl in front of mouth, L harxl, R hand. 
6. On big jump backward (one jump) body leans way back and bounces 
up and down (as if laughiil~h) 
Hands placed on thighs. 
1. Jump down on all fours. 
One after the other; play leap frog until all have had a turn. 
B. All stand and place hands on floor, knees straight. 
Walk forward on hands for eight counts, keep feet in place. 
Walk feet to hands for eight counts, keep hands in place. 
Repeat all. 
9. Cross legs and sit down. 
Backward fall with legs in the air in a stride position. 
10. Sit up. 
Place feet on floor (do not cross). 
Yawn; cover mouth with R hand, L hand. 
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ll. Clench fists with thwnbs sticking out ( as if hitch hiking). 
Hand makes a complete circle; R, L, R. 
Make a complete turn on floor in sitting position. 
12. Cross feet and stand up. 
13. Jwnp up and down twice 1 
Two whole turns R. 
Repeat four more times. 
14. Stop and shrug shoulders, ... ,' 
Make two vmole turns R. 
Continue in 'this manner until all are off stage. 
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PONIES (Three dancers ) 
Dancer A' 
1. Four counts off stage • 
2. Jump (alternate toe, ball heel landing) 
Shake head and behind. 
Hams clasped in front of body 
Arms move from side to fro~ • ~, t 
3. Repeat 2 seven times. 
4. Hams he~d in front. 
Prance in a circle; 
Two measures R, two measures L. 
5. Four prances to stage center. 
6. Four prances in a circle moving R. 
1. Continue in circle; 
Prance four times to L, four times to R. 
Dancers B and CJ enter from opposite sides of stage. 
8. Use same movement as described in 2; eight times. 
Enter when Dancer A begins 4. 
Dancers A, B, and 0: 
9. Facing down stage; 
Hands clasped together throughout. 
Brush floor with L foot, twice. (As if pawing the ground). 
10. Lean diagonally forward R. 
Kick back R leg, L, R, L. 
11. Repeat 10 L. 
12. Repeat 10. 
13. Half turn R. 
Prance L, R, L. 
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Step baclarard R to ball of foot, 
Pivot quarter turn to L on R foot. 
Plie in second position. 
Quarter turn R on R foot, 
End with L leg ready to begin prance again. 
llJ. Repeat 13. 
15. Eight prances in a circle, moving forward and around to finish 
up stage. Face up stage."' ,' . 
16. Jump into second position. 
Body leans forward. 
Arms forward. 
Shake hips R, L, R. 
17. One long slide step to L, 
Plie in second position and straighten legs. 
18. With eight high prances make an individual large circle. 
19. Repeat 17. 
20. Facing up stageJ 
Hop on R leg, 
Kick L leg out to L side and back to an attitude position. 
Repeat four more times. 
21. Step L, 
Slide R foot along floor crossing in front of L. 
Plie on R leg, L knee high in air on the plie. 
Body leans to R. 
Repeat three more times. 
Finish facing down stage. 
22. Four small jumps moving down stage. 
23. Move to the L, following one another in a large circle. 
Twelve high prances. 
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Hands clasped high over head. 
Finish in single file facing R stage. 
24. Two small jumps, 
One high jump; throw legs and upper body backward. 
Repeat. 
25. Moving forward in a circle counter clockwise; 
Twelve prances beginning R. 
, . 
Finish in a diagonal line -'~tage L. 
Part II 
1. Brush ground with R leg, bring knee up high (as if pawing the 
ground) • Three times. 
Hands clasped. 
Arms circle forward and up with the leg movement. 
2. High developpe R on a suspended lift, 
TWelve small runs to opposite side of the stage. 
3. Repeat 1 L. 
4. Repeat 2 L. 
5. Move in a circle counter clockwise; 
Walk on tip toes eight walks beginning R. 
On each step the head turns to the R, L, etc. 
6. Continue in circle; 
Six small hip thrusts. 
Arms follow body movement. 
7. Five small hip thrusts. 
Hands clasped in front of body. 
Dancers move to position as shown in diagram. 
B. Four counts to kneel to floor. 
9. Extend R arm and leg diagonally forward. 
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10. Repeat 9 to the L. 
11. Clasp hands together. 
Use hip thrust movement on lmees; 
Lift R kn~e off floor and extend R leg to side three times. 
Return to kneeling position. 
12. Repeat 11 to the L • 
. 
13. Four counts to rise to standing position. 
14. Move down stage with moV:emen't ~described in 5. 
15. Body bends way over at waist. 
Hands .together, toward the floor. 
Turn head sharply R, L, R, L. 
16. Step to L with L leg, draw R leg to L (take weight). 
Arms open to second position and close as legs come together. 
Repeat three more times. 
17. Four hip thrusts with a jump preceeding each thrust. 
Move up stage. 
18. Prance forward eight times (move down stage). 
Prance backward eight times. 
19. Repeat 18. 
20. Open into a circle; 
Plie in second position, 
Arms open to second position. 
Straighten R leg and pivot turn to the R on the R foot, 
L leg is slightly bent and off the floor. 
.Arms circle in front or the body on the turn. 
Repeat three more times. 
21. Finish in final position as shown in diagram: 
Dancer A; legs in second position, arms thrown out to side. 
Dancer B; L knee high up in the air, R leg in a demi-plie, 
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Arms up over head. 
Dancer C; Feet in first position , 
Body leans t oward center of circle. 
Arw.s in a circl e in front of body. 
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SKATERS 
Part I 
(Two dancers) 
1. Nine skating steps -forward beginning R. 
2. Developpe R and fall into a low lunge. 
Draw L leg to R and straighten legs. 
3. Repeat 2 L. 
4. I..ow squat turn to L; 
Pivot on L foot, 
R foot extended in front, 
L leg in a demi-plie. 
Whole turn. 
Repeat R. 
.... 
5. Two slides and a tour jete L. 
6. Repeat 5 to the R. 
1. Five skating steps forward, 
Backward developpe with L leg. 
8. Face down stage; 
Cross R leg in front of L, 
\~ . 
Kick both heels together to the L in the air. 
Land ;on R foot. 
Repeat to the L. 
9. Repeat 8. 
10. L leg in a deep plie, R leg extended in front. 
One whole turn to the L, 
Pivot on L foot. 
Eight counts. 
11. Developpe R. Twelve counts. 
Developpe L. Twelve counts. 
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12. Cross R leg in front of L, 
llake one and a half turns to the L, pivot on L foot. 
Finish in third position with the L foot in front. 
Eight counts. 
Finish facing stage L. 
• Arms open to s~cond position. 
13. Step forward R, R leg in demi-plie. 
... \> ~ 
Arms cross in front of bodY on the step R. 
Hold next count with only the arms opening into second position. 
Repeat r.. 
Repeat all three more times. 
14. Cross R in front of L; 
Half turn L. 
15. Eight step leap turns. 
Circle entire stage. 
16. Run R, L, R, 
Leap L. 
Repeat three more times. 
Continue to circle stage. 
17. TWo slides and a tour jete R. 
Repeat. 
Move diagonally across stage. 
18. Sixteen pirouettes R. 
Circle stage ending up stage center. 
19. Developpe R. 
Arms circle over head and into second position. 
Repeat L. 
20. Jump into fifth(~posltiOn.: .Arms remain in second position. 
w . . 
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Note: On 18 Dancer B runs onto stage from the wings and joins 
Dancer A. She picks up final movement in 20. 
Both hands remain in muff unless otherwise indicated. 
Part II 
1. Face down stage. 
·Rise onto balls ,of feet and twist hips to the R. 
Arms bend at elbows with fingers pointed toward the ceiling. 
:... ~· . 
Arms twist to R. 
Return to original position. 
2. Repeat 1. 
). Curtsy once to the R (L leg in back), 
Curtsy once to the L (R leg in back). 
Arms open into second position. 
4. Repeat 1, 2, and 3. 
5. Run R, run L, 
Jump into second position. 
Straighten R leg and make a whole turn to the R, pivot on R. 
L leg is slightly off floor on the turn. 
Repeat three more times. 
6. Eight parallels to the L. 
1. Eight runs beginning R to up stage center. 
End back to back. 
B. Pull back onto balls of feet, 
Push behind out in back so thEt behinds hit each other on the 
pull back. 
Push forward into a demi-plie. 
Knees straighten on pull back. 
Repeat. 
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9. Eight runs beginning R to down s tage center. 
End back to back. 
10. Repeat 8. 
11. Hold pose of 10. 
Arms in second position, 
Focus toward audience. 
===----
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TIGHT ROPE WALKER (One dancer) 
All participants from the previous dances walk onto the stage and sit 
down across the back of the stage. (J4ilaical introduction). 
1. Parasol held in R hand throughout llnless otherwise indicated. 
Head low, body bends slightly forward. 
)Yalk in straight line from one end of the stage to the other. 
Cross R foot in front of L, 
Cross L foot in front of R: ·"' 
. ~ 
Repeat R, L, R. 
On the aboVe, the whole foot comes down to the floor. 
2. Same step as described in 1. 
Take ~ on balls of feet, twice as fast. 
Fourteen steps beginning L. 
Finish in wings. 
3. Repeat l and 2. 
Body bends way over at the waist. 
4. Repeat l and 2 moving sideward. 
Back to audience. 
5. Repeat 1 and 2 moving baclora.rd. 
Body leans backward. 
Make steps smaller in order to finish stage center. 
6. Face down stage; 
Curtsy L. 
Curtsy R. 
7. Half turn R. 
curtsy R. 
Curtsy L. 
B. Sixteen hops on L foot, kick R leg out and in with hops. 
Make tw~ comn1ete turns. 
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9. Eight second position turns to the R. 
10. Six walks beeinning R t o stage center. 
11. Repeat 6 and 7. 
12. Quick walking steps R, L, R w:i.th a l urching lunge on the last 
waLl<: R. (As if l osing balance) . 
Repeat L. 
13. Half turn R. 
Repeat 12. 
14. Eight stride wal ks for~7ard beginning L. 
lS. Four turns in place. 
Turn R. 
16. Put both hands on parasol handle and bring parasol into a 
horizontal position in f ront of t he b ody. 
Deve1oppe forvrard R. 
Repeat eleven times alternating L, R, etc . 
Move off stage. 
Note : The entire dance is executed in a straight line moving back 
and f orth across t he stage. 
The group sitting on the stage acts as an audience for the 
Tight Rope Walker. They follow her every movement and clap 
when she curtsies. (No sound on the clapping) . 
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FINALE 
1. Tight Rope Walker enters; 
IJ 
,I 
Leap R, 
I. 
i 
Run L, R, L. . 
Repeat three more times. 
' lr,r.,.. Y)("JC"I('JrXY 
Finish in corner of stage R, down stage. I 
Feet in fifth position, ... 
{ ~ 
Body forward in a small bow. 
I 6 
Arms in low second position. " 
(The parasol is not used in the finale). 
2. As 1 is completed the rest of the dancers on stage stand up. 
). In follow the leader fashion, Tight Rope Walker leading; 
Jump into third position, ., ~ ~ ,, I I' 
Jump into a releve in second position. 'I I I 
Arms move from first position to second position. 
Repeat. 
4. One whole turn in place. 
'· 
Repeat 3 and 4. 
6. Twelve prances beginning R. 
' 
. \ Hands clasped in front of body, shoulder level. 
All move to form a large circle. I 
7. Face clockwise in circle; 
All join hands. 
Move in circle; I I 
.' 
.. I 
Sixteen walks forward beginning R. - i 
" 
~ '" ~· .. 1 ' I 
. 
I Body moves up and down. (Like a Merry Go Round) 
I 
' I Plie as body goes down, 
Releve when body goes up. • 
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8. Twelve prances beginning R orr stage. . . 
. 
< 
Hands clasped in front of body. I " ' 9 
. 
" 9. Enter in small groups as follows: ~~ ~B (~) Two Girls; Six alternate leaps beginning R. '' ; ' ' "'---.. r 
f .L !-, 
CloliilS; Three somersaults to place. . 
""" 
Q 
R~ . 1 1 l'ight Rope Walker; Eight developpes beginning R. Developpe ' ~ 
forward. . 
,. ' 
Skaters; Run R, run L, leap -'ll, leap L. 
Ponies; Six prances beginning R, four prances in place. 
A--Two Girls 
10. upon reaching final positions on stage, pose as follows; 
B-Cl..o1ms 
Two Girls; Low curtsy, R foot in front. 
Arms in second position. 
Or-Tight Rope Walker 
D.-Skaters 
Clowns; Sit cross-legged on floor. 
E-Ponies 
Arms high over head. 
: I 
Tight Rope Walker; Second position releve. 
Arms over head, diagonally out • 
Skaters; . Back to back in a low curtsy, L foot in front. 
Hands in muff in front of body. 
Ponies; Stand on L leg, R knee high in the air. 
Hands clasped. 
'· 
Arms over head. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECm.Th!ENDATIONS 
In concluding, the writer hopes t hat she has made a con-i:.:ribu·cion 
' towards a i ding those instructors of t he dance in the Junior and Senior 
High School level .-rho 1Yill welcome such aid. Of course , t his sh ould onl y 
be the beginnine of such source and F,Uidance material. 
I 
II It is recommended thr t all thos e who are required t o teach dance in I 
I our educational institutions should include i n their progr am of study a 
:1 cours e of study in Labanotation . 1/ihen we have r eached this point we can 
,, 
" then delve even deeper into the problem presented here and prepare more 
11~ intrica t e and complex scores .for students a t a more advanced level of 
I dance . 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
_il_TTITUDE ; a pose vrherein one leg is r aised in back, well bent at the knee . 
BACKWARD FJ\..LL; cr ossing of L leg behind the R in a demi-plie , continuing 
to plie vdth both l egs to a cross- legged sitting positi on. 
Legs and back extend along floor to a ba ck lying position. 
BRUSH; executed by brushing the f oot forward , backward or to the side as 
indicated. 
CURTSY; stepping to the side R, cr oss L behind R, demi-plie on both l egs . 
Alternates . Arms move from first to second position. 
DEJH-PL:ill; the knees bend over the feet vdth heels on the f loor. 
1 DEVELOPPE; unfolding of t h e worki..n.g leg into any des ired position. 
DOWN STAGE; that part of the stage neares t to the audience. 
' DnrAlHCS; a s ource of emotional expression related to movement, a scale of 
qualities , a change in qualit y . 
FOCUS; t he direction of the eyes . 
HIP THRUST; s .~c,anding vrith both feet parallel, push hip s f orward letting 
the knees bend slightl y and the heels lifting off the floor. 
Arms s·wing forvvar d , down, back, and to sides . 
HOP; a movement alwa~fS taken on the s tatj.onary foot . 
LEAP; t h e transference of weight f rom one foot to t he other in the air. 
LU1'ifGE; moving from a stra i ght leg sta nding position, step forvmrd vdth 
one leg into a demi- plie or plie keeping t.he ba ck leg straight . 
PARA.LLELS ; beginning with t oes pointing f orward , feet parallel, pivot on 
both heels so that the toes point diagonal ly forward L; pivot 
on balls of both feet . Swing heels L so t hat toes point 
diagonall y forvvard R; repeat both movements . 
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PAS DE BOUREE; crossing R in front of L in a demi-plie , step back L, step 
side R. Alternates from si de to side. 
PIROUETTE; a turn on one foot; usually a s eries of turns so that a half 
turn is compl eted with each step of the foot . 
PLIE; t he knees bend fully and heels rise from the floor except in second 
position. 
POLKA.; hopping on R f oot, step 1 bring R to 1 and step on R, s tep L. 
Alternates . 
POSE; any motionless movement in a dance; an assumed posture , a pos ition 
held for any length of time . 
POSITION OF APJ\IS ; first position; arms at side of body, palms facing the 
body, air under the arms . 
second pos ition; arms extended to sides at shoulder 
l evel; slightly forward of body , palms do>-m . 
POSITIQIIT OF FEET; firs t position; the balls of both feet are completely 
turned out, the heels touch and form. a single straight 
line . 
second position; the balls of both feet are also on one 
line, but there is a distance of about twelve inches 
between t he heels . 
t hird position; one f oot is in front of the other , the 
heel of each foot touching the mid-lle of the other foot . 
fourth position; the toe of one f oot is directly in 
front of the heel of the ot her , the feet are parallel 
and one short step a~)art . 
fifth positi on; both feet touch so t hat t he toe of one 
foot reaches the heel of the other. 
PRANCE; a run.Ding movement vrith the knees high i n t he air. 
RELEVE; rising onto the ball of the foot . 
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RHYTHM; the arrangement of accented and unaccent.ed, and of long and short 
sounds. Rhythm is the conception that binds dance to music. 
SKATING STEP; a slide forward R, a slide for\'l"ard L. 
SLIDE; start in fifth position. R foot in front demi-plie and slide R fo ot 
to second position, toes pointed; change weight to R foot and slide 
L foot to fifth position back, demi-plie. A slide may be done 
back or front, changin~ the f oot t o fifth position back or front . 
!I SPACE; unlimited room or place extending in all directions. 
Tll.dE; rate of movement in music or dance . 
TOUR J~TE; start in fourth position, R toe pointed back; slide to the R; 
facing R side, step on H foot throwing L leg strai ght up in 
back; leap onto L foot while turning to R and finish facing L J 
wall. A turn in the air ·with both feet off the ground. 
UP ST.A.GE; t hat part of the stage away f rom the audience; back part of stage. 
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